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About This Content

Overview

Shovel Knight from Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove joins the Rivals of Aether roster! In a collaboration between Dan Fornace
LLC and Yacht Club Games, Shovel Knight has been recreated in slightly larger but still gorgeous pixel art to compete against

the other Rivals. This DLC pack comes Shovel Knight and the Troupple Pond stage.
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Rival

Shovel Knight has learned a lot during his titular adventures and he brings those skills with him to Rivals of Aether. Shovel
Knight swings, digs and shovel drops his way through the Rivals roster. He does it all while collecting treasure which he can use

to purchase upgrades to give him the upper hand on the battlefield.

TREASURE HUNTER – Shovel Knight’s attacks knock coins and gems out of his opponents. He can collect these to
increase his treasure. By taunting, he summons Chester and can use his treasure to purchase either Relics or Armors to
improve his fighting ability.

SHOVEL DROP – Shovel Knight’s signature ability is his Down Air in Rivals of Aether. With this attack he can strike
his opponents from above and bounce off their heads. Hold the attack button to keep the Shovel beneath him. He can
also bounce off objects and projectiles!

EXPERT FISHERMAN – Shovel Knight’s down special is the Fishing Rod. Use it off the side of the stage to fish up
some treasure. Time it correctly and fish up a Treasure Rock, but time it perfectly and get a Golden Fish.

Stage

The new Troupple Pond stage comes with both a casual Aether version and competitive Basic version. On the Aether version,
players will have to be aware of the Troupple King as he dances in the background. Look out for the Troupple that join in the
dance or knock them toward enemies to turn the tide of the battle. Competitive players can play on the Basic version for a fair

fight while enjoying some great music inspired by Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove.
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Title: Rivals of Aether: Shovel Knight
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dan Fornace
Publisher:
Dan Fornace
Franchise:
Rivals of Aether
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX Compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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This is still a great game in 2017. It's surprising how well this has held up over the years.. This is a neat DLC, looks pretty good.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-Superb modelling
-Unique iconography on the right pauldron as well as a unique style of the helmet also hands that look like they're literally made
out of iron
-Now you can become one of Ferrus Manus' sons, which specialize in extensive use of bionic enhancements, you have close ties
with the Adeptus Mechanicus and therefore have an enhanced arsenal of weapons and vehicles compared to other Chapters of
Space Marines

CONS
-No cons

I recommend it. 10\/10 would augment myself with bionics again!. Goog Game. We Need Rise of Legends Available on Steam
though.. Early doors review but I like this game. Seems a bit disappointing that a lot of the other reviewers don't seem to have
grasped that the game has multiple endings and whether you want your paper to be the loyal government mouthpiece, the
journal that sparked revolution or simply be a voice giving a balanced view upon events is up to you to decide. It's interesting
and different.. I bought this hoping it'd be a faithful recreation of the 1980s Boulder Dash that I knew and loved on the
Commodore 64. Sadly, I'm to be dissapointed with this half-hearted attempt which, while keeping (ravaging?) the basic formula
that made the original so enjoyable, adds elements I'd expect to find on yawn-worthy facebrick games (all it's missing is the
"share this on your wall" functionality honestly).

What added to the dissapointment was the frustration at the vague and overly sensitive controls, not to mention the left-to-move
& right-to-"grab" cluster{censored}. Future buyers, wait till it's in the bargain bin for at least an 80% discount - but, until then,
go grab a copy of VICE and the original Boulder Dash.. I had an absolute blast playing this multiplayer over at a friend's place
where we played on his console.

Wanting to recapture that, later in the week week I bought it on Steam where I couldn't play multiplayer and and it became
dumb and boring very quickly.. All well and good until you get swarmed with more enemies than you can shoot and they spam
you with damage which prevents you from shooting further and locks you in repetitive damage until you die regardless of what
weapons you choose to bring into the fight.. A interesting little game I guess, not too much to say about it as I got it with a bunch
of other games for cheap. The blocks constantly move around, some are trapped and others give out gems or coins, though I've
yet to find out what to use them for besides scores.

I'd only recommend this if you just want a simple game with no complex story or gameplay, just something to pass the time..
Mu Complex is a hacking game with rich atmosphere and mindboggling puzzles that require you to think very litteraly outside
of the box. This game might even take you along for an even more exciting ARG experience if you wish to uncover every single
secret. And believe me, there are quite a few of them.

I played this game way back when Mu Complex Episode 1 launched at Kongregate, and I thoroughly enjoyed every aspect of it.
Of course I delved straight into Episode 2 when it launched as well. If you pay attention to everything in the game you come
across a lot of referances, I'll post some of them under a spoiler tag for those interested.  Of course we have the obvious ones
like Portal, but you'll also find referances to different parts of history, tools for making and breaking codes (ranging from
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ASCII to Braille to Navy Flags), and even The Bible  So I believe there is something for most people to enjoy here. You might
even learn something new, I sure did.

What's even more exciting is that the Steam version of Mu Complex includes a few new features, so I encourage every fan and
those interested in the game to try to collect all the achievements. You'll find that there is more happening between the lines and
out of plain sight than you first thought.

Final thoughts: I'm really glad I played through it all and discovered everything. It gives me reason to hope even more for a Mu
Complex Episode 3 someday.

Rating: 10/10 A true gem amongst games.. ahh celeste, it's a charming platformer with a cute story.
this game is a challenging one, hardest platformer i have ever played.
the game is about claiming a mountain both metaphorically and literally and it does this concept so well.
this game is very sympathtic towards the player, giving tons of check points and giving you letter to incorege you to keep
moving forward.
even if you don't like platformers i think that you should try this one.
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As a real researcher, I think most elements shown in this game is disgusting. If the story told in this game is real, maybe I have
quit from my graduate school for a hundred times.. No game. No fun. Just scam.. I'm not too sure whether I'm meant to be
scared, confused or frustrated by whatever the heck this game is.

But hey, it's 79p.

And 39 on Gaben's good day..  Non-Spoiler Review: 
  Honestly don't really know what I just played. Game had seemingly no direction and was very repetitive and the story ???? wot
in the heck was it supposed to be exactly? I collect mushrooms and skulls and then  i find a fox who flies in the sky and then i
find an orb and become powerful. ???? Don't understand any of that but alright, 

Definitely glad I got this game on sale because that was quite the bad and weird game.

 Spoiler Review: 
 Walked in the woods https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n38Qxi7TVWo and was collecting shrooms and skulls with no
explanation because yes.  quality game design 

Eventually found a fox who flew into the sky and then I sacrificed myself to Satan with an orb after I killed some bird lady who
was seizing out. gg 10/10 would sacrifice agin. . good game need more players. No invert mouse? No key remap?. Fallen: A2P
Protocol is a XCOM-like Strategy game, much of the mechanic reminds me of XCOM, Its early Access and Alpha, so still a bit
rough around the edges, but its fun and got good potential.
So far ive enjoyed it a lot, and if you are a fan of turn-based strategy game with RPG elements set in post-apocalyptic world i
recommend you to buy and try this little gem out.

Heres some Gameplay
https://youtu.be/F4V6IP4xvIQ
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